A new refinement of the classical arithmetic mean and geometric mean inequality is given. Moreover, a new interpretation of the classical mean is given and this refinement theorem is generalized.
INTRODUCTION
Faiziev [3] obtained a refinement of the classical arithmetic mean and geometric mean inequality. Also Alzer [1] obtained a continuous version of Faiziev's refinement and Pearid [4] gave a simple proof of the above Alzer-Faiziev inequality. Recently Takahasi and Miura [5] obtained a generalization of the Alzer-Faiziev inequality.
Our main purpose of this paper is to give a new refinement of the classical arithmetic mean and geometric mean inequality (Theorem 2.1).
The original concept of this research was inspired by the discussion held during the second author's visit to the Faculty of Engineering of Yamagata University.
Corresponding author. where n E N and (x,...,xn)E +. The order relation among these means is well-known;
Hn(x, x,) <_ Gn(x, xn) <_ A,(xl, x),
and the equality holds if and only if x l-x2
x (see for instance [2] ). (2) and (3), we have (A, 6, x; ) (, A, ; ) ,(x,..., x,), b/(A, G, x; F/) b/(G, A, x; l) Gn(Xl,..., Xn) so u(A, G,x; 1) >_ u(A, G,x;n) and u(G,A,x; 1) _< u(G, A, x; n). We will prove that u(A, G, x; k) and u(G, A, x; k) monotonously lie between An and Gn. 
Gn -u(G,A,x; 1) _< u(G,A,x;2) <_ <_ u(G,A,x;n-1) <_ u(G, A, x; n) An.
In the above inequalities one equality occurs only if Xn. Using the geometric mean and harmonic mean we obtain
As Consider two means "-{f}, {g} and fix n N. For any k with n _< k _< n and x (Xl,... ,xn) R+, as (2) and (3), we define u(f', {7, x; k) f, ck (gk(xl,..., xl), g(Xn-l+l, Xn)), ,(, y, x; ) g, (f(xl,..., ),..., A(,-+I,..., ,)).
(10) By the definition u(,T, , x; 1) u(, -, x; n) --fn(Xl,...,Xn), u(f', , x; n) u(, 9c, x; 1) gn(xl,..., Xn), so if f < then u(, f', x; 1) _> u(, , x; n), u(9 c, , x; 1) u(f, , x; n).
The following is a generalization of Theorem 2.1. Hence u({7,.T', x; k) is nonincreasing and (12) is proved similarly.
Remark For any n E N and 0 consider the function Mn defined by interpolated in the harmonic, geometric, and arithmetic mean (see [2] for a detail of the function Mt). (<()<,,...,)<,,),..., ,()<,_,<+,,... ,)<,)).
u(t,s,x; 1) _> u(t,s,x;2) >_ >_ u(t,s,x;n-1) >_ u(t,s,x;n), u(s,t,x; 1) < u(s,t,x;2) < <_ u(s,t,x;n-1) <_ u(s,t,x;n).
